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App Badge Icons & New in-app notifications

The introduction of app badge icons for the Thrive app will help 
organisations tackle the problem of how to keep employees up-
to-date with new information and content, whilst not overloading 
workforces with notifications that are received on personal 
devices.    

Leveraging the power of badge icons will help teams boost 
content awareness within the organisation, nurture and improve 
the daily, weekly and monthly numbers of app users and help 
subtly draw attention to new content within your app.  We will 
also be introducing new in-app notification controls to mark in-
app notifications as read on mass as well as new in-app 
notification types for Push from a Page and Recognition. 

Releasing January 2023



Search 

Thrive will be looking to significantly improve the content discoverability 
experience by introducing search mechanics across the mobile, 
webapp and CMS.

The first iteration of our new search functionality will focus on content.  
Employees will be able to search through entire content libraries with 
results for content titles, imagery, video, web widgets, body/caption text 
and downloadable files. Configurable filters will allow users to further 
refine their search for more accurate and tailored results.  

Subsequent updates to our search feature will cater for a more 
‘universal’ approach.  For example, we will update the search to cover 
results for users, comments and notifications.

Committed Q1 Development complete, awaiting test and release

Comments Notifications Users App Settings Search ‘Discovery’ functionality

Possible Progression Paths



Content Coordination

Content Archiving:  new governance functionality to help Editors 
manage growing content libraries through the use of a new ‘Archive’ 
view.

Scheduled Archiving:  the ability to set scheduled archive dates to 
mitigate ongoing management of old content. 

Media Library Folders: a small improvement to help larger 
organisations manage their asset library through the use of folders.  
This update will also include new system folders to automatically group 
assets submitted through user-generated and recognition content. 

Committed Q1 Development complete, awaiting test and release

Content Hierarchy (Tree) View ‘Push from Anywhere’ Text Editor Controls Automatic Asset ‘Replace’

Possible Progression Paths



Thrive Planner 

The Thrive ‘Planner’ tool will allow organisations to bridge the gap between
office and frontline workers when it comes to scheduling and planning events.
These include events such as scheduling overtime, training days, managing
holidays, processing office working and coordinating staff meetings. The tool
will be built with flexibility in mind and will accommodate any variety of calendar-
based activities your organisation needs to schedule with employees.  Core 
Planner functionality will be made available to all customers, with a premium tier 
available for customers who wish to upgrade. Please contact your Thrive 
representative for more information on how to setup Planner. 

Update: as part of ongoing rolling releases of the Thrive Planner feature, we are 
now implementing multi-calendar functionality, configurable start and end times 
(to support overtime-specific use cases), reporting functionality and application 
push and in-app notifications.

Committed Q1

Third-party form support Rota Templates & Employee Working Hours Holiday Requests To-Do’s & Checklists In-app employee event creation

Possible Progression Paths



Scheduled Push Notifications

Alongside our existing content scheduling facility, we will be 
looking to improve on how Editors can configure content ahead 
of time with the introduction of all-new schedule push 
notification controls.

We will redesign and improve on the existing notification 
creation process to offer more flexibility for our Editors when it 
comes to creating, scheduling and reviewing planned 
notifications.  The new mechanics will allow Editors to stipulate 
the notification type, schedule up to three notifications, send 
and review messages that are scheduled, and quickly send 
notifications within a few clicks.

Committed Q1

Automatic Reminder Notifications In-page Notification Insights ‘Time to Send’ Recommendations Notifications Workflows

Possible Progression Paths



Editor Activity Overview

Managing and responding to the vast number of daily activities, 
questions and problems that occur across the app can be 
difficult for Editors and communication teams to manage. 

The Editor Activity Overview will streamline information delivery 
and facilitate an entirely new way to view activity across your 
workspace without having to deep-dive into lists or rely on 
Insights data.  Our new mechanics will allow Editors to respond 
to and monitor comments, moderate new posts, view social 
activity, and view content scheduled for publication in a single, 
centralised view. 

Inline Moderation Content Planning Calendar (Kanban View) Activity Trends Editor Team To-Do’s & Checklists

Possible Progression Paths

Committed Q2



User Generated Content

With more employees than ever sharing workplace triumphs, short stories and social content through the Thrive app., we recognise that 
organisations need additional governance controls to manage the content creation process. We will be adding new ‘consent’ functionality 
within the content creation form so that staff can declare they have permission to share photos through the app.  Alongside this 
enhancement, we are analysing other improvements such as: 

UGC Video: with our recent migration to Azure Cloud Services, we now have the 
infrastructure in place to offer a performant and dedicated service to support video 
upload and video submission through UGC. 

UGC Edit: with our new native form infrastructure also in place, we will be looking to offer 
employees the ability to edit content they’ve created directly in the app.

@mentions & UGC: employees will be able to ‘tag’ other users within the content they 
create to generate a more inclusive content creation process.

Released in Stages from Q1

UGC with ‘Shared Galleries’ Group Tagging UGC Author Notifications & Badges Configurable Photo/File Limits UGC with Acknowledgements

Possible Progression Paths



Mobile & Web App UI/UX
Throughout 2023 we will be fine-tuning the mobile and web app user experience.  We will be introducing new interaction mechanics to 
increase the ways in which employees can engage with content.  We have included a few examples of what is under consideration and we 
would be keen to hear what items you’d like us to prioritise.

Hero Carousel: users will be able to swipe through content items directly from the 
hero list item. Subsequent upgrades could support the ability to view embedded 
content via the hero.  For example, an additional hero mechanic could support viewing 
a page’s embedded imagery or playing embedded videos directly from the hero.

‘Liking-on-the-go’: adding the ability for users to like to content directly from the list 
without having to view each individual content item. In addition,  further 
enhancements could include displaying the author’s profile on list items as well as 
social stats.

‘Reactions’: adding the ability for employees to not just like content, but offer reactions 
with a range of feedback options to help surface the sentiment of the employee.

Gifs/Imagery in Comments Social Stats on List Items Hiding Titles Gradient Colours Content Read Time Tags & Subscriptions

Possible Progression Paths



Insights 

Graphs & Visualisations: adding a variety of graphs and visual aids to 
help analyse the data.

Activity Heat Map: the ability to view app login times, content 
consumption and content creation to depict user patterns covering 
hourly, daily, weekly and monthly use.

Notification Data: a new area dedicated to insight data relating to 
notification interaction to help measure the efficacy of push and in-app 
messaging.

We will be looking to significantly improve the usability of our Insights feature by introducing both a wider range of data as well as 
enhancements to the visualisation and granularity of how employees interact with content. We have included a few examples of what we 
are currently exploring and we would be keen to hear what items you’d like us to prioritise.

Under Consideration

Insight ‘Trends’ Comment Sentiment Analysis Content ‘Re-Engagement’ Content ‘Collections’ (Campaign Management) UGC & Recognition Separation

Possible Progression Paths



Recognition

There are two primary areas of our recognition feature that we want to improve over 
2023.  This is the ability to multi-select individual users when creating a recognition 
post as well as being able to configure, duplicate and manipulate recognition 
settings.

Offering the ability to multi-select individuals will give employees the freedom to 
recognise ad-hoc groups of staff to help build a more inclusive team atmosphere 
when it comes to praising colleagues through the app. 

Alongside this, we want to expose and offer customisation options for our 
recognition settings.  This will allow organisations to tailor the recognition feature to 
suit a specific content structures or specific user group use-cases. 

We will also be analysing minor improvements such as improving the default profile 
imagery and list layout designs dedicated to recognition posts. 

Under Consideration

Recognition ‘Badges’  Video Upload Image Galleries Group Image Contributions

Possible Progression Paths



Other Areas Under Consideration

Content templates:  the capability to create templated content with the 
ability to duplicate lists and pages.

User roles & Segmentation:  supporting list level segmentation, 
automatically inheriting segmentation hierarchy and improving audience 
options with ‘and/or’ operators.

Pinned Posts: allow Editors to promote content items for improved 
employee visibility and awareness.

Hybrid Login:  the ability to combine login options.  For example, single-
sign-on and CSV upload user creation. 

Duplicating Content: the ability to quickly duplicate content within the 
CMS for faster content creation.

Content Collections:  the ability to tag content in order to create, 
manage and review content campaigns.
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